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PART - A
(Short Answer)

Answer all questions. 1,,; l= ,..::: '= 
(6x1=6)

'

1. What is internet ? 
=2. How will you embed an image in a web page ?

3. Explain the heading tags in HTML.
'

4. Arrays are treated a9 objg-Ots inJav.9,S==q,,,..r,- Comlenlon this statement.

5. Explqin the different arithmetic operatois in JavaScript'
.,i:",-- 
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l, 
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6. What is Ajax ? "'".-. \'i

PART - B

(Short EssaY)

Answer any 6 questions. (6x2=121

7. Briefly explain WWW.

8. Explain different types of web hosting.

9. Demonstrate how nested list works in HTML.

'10. What is HTML ? Give the advantages and applications of HTML.

11. Explain the purpose of new keyword in JavaScript. 
p.r.o.
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12. lllustrate the working of document.getElementByNameQ method in
JavaScript.

' 13. What is the use of echo statement in PHP ?

14. Differentiate between traditionalweb applications and Ajax applications.
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Answer any 4 questions. (4x3=121

15. Briefly explain WsC. ,.::' '- , -l

16. Differentiate between client side and server side scripting.
=:

17. Design a registration form for joining th.,.g SS OluO in your college. The details
of the form data should include the inlormation such as register_no, name,
email-id, gender and department

18. Write a note on different types of lists in HTML.
=:: 

i i.
19. With an example, explain event handling in JhvaScript.
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20. Explain the differ,ent typcsl

PART _ D

(Long Essay)

Answer any 2 questions. (2x5=10)

21 . Explain the different conditional statements available in JavaScript with suitable
examples.

.22. Explain the siructure of an HTML document with the help of a sample code.

23. Differentiate between GET and POST in PHP with suitable examples.

24. What is recursion ? Explain this process with the help of a JavaScript function
to find the factorial of a given number.


